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This manatee picture was taken by park volunteer Ben Drake on Saturday
morning (March 10) at Manatee Springs State Park.
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Fourth Annual Spring Into The Springs
event attracts many, even manatees
Story and Photos (below) By Jeff M. Hardison © March 11, 2018 at 8:08
a.m. Updated March 11, 2018 at 11:58 p.m.
MANATEE SPRINGS STATE PARK -- People interested in swimming, scuba
diving, hiking, learning about plants and the environment, fishing, paddling boats and
observing flora and fauna found the 4th Annual Spring into the Springs event at
Manatee Springs State Park in Levy County providing those opportunities on Saturday
(March 10).
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(from left)
Volunteer
Paul
Dornfeld,
volunteer
Dede
Miller, Park
Manager
Mark
Abrizenski
and
volunteer
Jeff Bailey
pause for a
second at
an entrance to the recreation area of the park. Visitors found plenty of
happy, helpful people to show them this Florida State Park.

Enjoying their spring break from Indiana University, these three students
were among
the people
touring
Manatee
Springs State
Park during
the Spring Into
The Springs
event. (from
left) Sydney
Carey, a
sophomore
majoring in
speech and
hearing
science;
Maddy
Mewhinney, a junior majoring in media advertising; and Carrie Hardy, a
senior majoring in health care administration paused for a photo
opportunity.
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The tram
prepares to
depart as
Volunteer
Dave Treharne
(right of
tram) assists
people.
Treharne and
UF/IFAS Levy
Extension
Program
Assistant
Barbara
Edmonds were
among the
people who
assisted in the
interpretive guide of the park, looking at four ecological systems.
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Some of the many volunteer Master Gardeners man the booth for the
UF/IFAS Levy County Extension seen here (in no particular order) are Katie
Granger, Carol Davis, Eugene Gibbins, Diane Wilson, Sue Stockman, Else
Brunner, Debra Weiss and Peter Weiss. UF/IFAS Levy County Extension
Program Assistant Barbara Edmonds was among the guides helping people
on tram tours as they went through the state park and looked at plants and
ecological systems.

Scuba divers
listen as an
instructor
speaks to
them about
diving in this
type of
environment.
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Scuba divers enter an algae-covered spring, which is connected but away
from the main spring boils at Manatee Springs.

Moments after teaching a few children how to cast a line, Florida Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Commission Officers Brennan Starling (left) and
Chandler Wells stand near three rods and reels. The law enforcement
officers also let visitors learn about one of the boats in the FWC.
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Several people are seen enjoying paddling in the spring run that empties
into the Suwannee River from Manatee Springs.
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Some paddlers ventured out to the Suwannee River, seen here relatively
close to the shore.

Those four oblong shapes under the water are some of the many manatees
in the Suwannee River near Manatee Springs on Saturday.
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Volunteer Ben Drake points to where he captured an excellent photo of a
manatee on Saturday. He is at the end of the boardwalk that goes out over
the Suwannee River at Manatee Springs State Park.

People line the rail on the boardwalk on the Suwannee River looking at
many manatees in the water.
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“Spring into the Springs” was a full day and evening when individuals were given
opportunities to learn about one of Florida’s First Magnitude Springs.
There were Interpretive Wagon Rides of the North Trail, a Prescribed Fire Program, a
Springs Question and Answer Program, a Springs Walk 'n' Talk, and booths by
organizations involved in springs' protection.
Visitors left with a greater understanding of the delicate balance of a North Florida
Springs System.
As if they knew people would like to see them at Manatee Springs State Park, several
manatees were in the Suwannee River at the point where the springs empty into the
river.
The event began at 9 a.m. and went until 4 p.m. with a Film Festival following the
Saturday daytime event. The films lasted from 6:30 until 8:30 p.m.
The Film Festival included guest speakers showing and explaining the complexities of
the North Florida Springs Systems.

